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3-page special report

JP McManus is
one of Ireland’s
richest men.
A billionaire
tax exile and
a generous
philanthropist.
A legendary
gambler –
horses, shares,
currencies.
Now, a game of
backgammon
has focused
attention on
his tax status.

The Sundance Kid

and the IRS
By Barry J Whyte

I

t all ended in a flurry of legalese and American
spellings. “Pursuant to the court’s opinion, filed
February 24, 2017, denying plaintiff’s motion for
summary judgment and granting defendant’s
cross-motion for summary judgment, it is ordered
and adjudged this date, pursuant to Rule 58, that
judgment is entered in favor of defendant.”
And with that, Judge Nancy B Firestone killed off JP
McManus’s bid to sue the Internal Revenue Service,
America’s tax authority.

McManus, the famous gambler known as the Sundance Kid, was trying to get back $5.2 million that had
been handed over to the IRS by Alec Gores, a private

equity billionaire whom McManus had beaten in a
marathon game of backgammon and in the process
won $17.4 million.
McManus’s lawyers argued that the money Gores
withheld amounted to “double taxation” on his income, since he already paid a substantial annual levy
on his income to Ireland’s Revenue Commissioners.
The case hung on the technicalities of international
tax treaties, but it was by no means boring, played
out publicly in headline-friendly court filings issued
by both sides.
The IRS criticised McManus for “bashing” it with
“discourteous attacks” and “aggressive rhetoric”,
claiming he had made “personal attacks on the integrity of [the IRS’s] counsel”.
McManus, in turn, implied a conspiracy – in the
IRS’s characterisation – against him by the Irish and
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The McManus-owned Istabraq and jockey Charlie Swan

Martinstown House, McManus’s home in Martinstown, Co Limerick

There is one good
thing about gambling,
I’ve found – you get to
learn about people
from page 17

US tax authorities in reference to an
anonymous Revenue official’s statement that he was not an Irish tax
resident.
In response to the Revenue’s letter, which pointed out that McManus
hadn’t paid income tax in Ireland for
20 years, McManus’s lawyers replied,
“Wow! Strong words regarding a letter
by someone who is unwilling to identify himself with his opinion.”
Following Firestone’s ruling, McManus now has less than 60 days to
file an appeal.
The fee for such an appeal is $505 –
a small amount of money, but maybe
one that the arch gambler decides is
one stake too many.
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he story of Ireland’s most
famous gambler is well rehearsed by now. How JP McManus started backing horses
when still attending Sexton Street CBS
in Limerick. How he left school at 17
to work as a labourer for his father.
About the track bookies shuddering
when the Sundance Kid arrived. About
going broke as a young bookmaker and
going back to driving JCBs for a living.
And most importantly, about how
he got started as a professional punter
and his £4 bet in 1970, when he was
just 19, on a horse called Linden Tree
at 100/8 at Newmarket that won him
£50. And how he took £4 from that
win and placed it on Linden Tree in
its next race, at 25-1, winning £100.
It’s a neat origin story – probably a
little too neat, because McManus had
been betting on horses for years before the Linden Tree winnings. The
win showed him there was money to
be made in betting on horses, he has
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always said, and led him eventually
to taking out a bookmaker’s licence
at the age of 20.
“I was lucky when I started to punt,”
he has said. “There was a notion out
there that you couldn’t do both: you
couldn’t be a successful bookmaker
and a successful punter. But, as a friend
of mine would say, there’s meat for
eating and meat for selling. I tried to
do both, and it worked.”
It didn’t last, even though he had
a high-class roster of clients that included Michael Smurfit.
“I did that for a few years, then my
younger brother came into the business and I passed it on to him. No doubt
he was better at it than I was.
McManus was once asked by a journalist if he was a potential case for
Gamblers Anonymous. It was probably a tongue-in-cheek question, but
McManus played it with a straight bat.
“I don’t know about Gamblers
Anonymous, don’t know much about
it,” he said. “I just know I had a gene
in me and I wanted to gamble all the
time. But I was very lucky when I
started gambling on the racecourse.
One, I didn’t have a family history
going into it. That can be an advantage in that there were no old-fashioned ideas. Maybe we were the start
of that new group who believed they
could make punting pay. And I saw,
as a bookmaker, punters who were
very regular winners. They weren’t big
gamblers, but they fed their families,
sent their kids to college. You’d find
you were writing them the cheque
every Monday.”
He continued his financial interest
in racing, though, buying a mare called
Cill Dara in 1976, followed by a horse
called Mister Donovan, which won
the Sun Alliance Hurdle. As well as
the excitement of winning the race,
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McManus with horseracing tycoon John Magnier at Leopardstown Racecourse in Dublin

McManus placed a bet on the horse
that reportedly won him £250,000
– though he says these days that he
can’t remember just how much he
actually won.
All of which led him to Istabraq, his
most famous horse and three-time
winner of the British Champion Hurdle, winning him over £1 million in
prize money.
The truth is, few people get rich from
horse racing. It costs a lot of money to
buy and keep horses and, even with
JP’s skill at the racetrack, not many
people recoup that money by betting
more on races.
McManus’s fortune didn’t come
from horse-flesh, but from currencies.
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eptember 16, 1992 will forever
be known as Black Wednesday.
That was the day when currency
traders bet massively against
sterling, forcing the British government to pump more than £3 billion
into keeping the pound afloat.
When the story of that trade is told,
one name is at the centre of it: George
Soros, the American investor who
made nearly $1.5 billion on it. Less
well known is Joe Lewis, who reputedly made as much as Soros, and who
became central to JP McManus’s career.
Lewis and Soros were at the vanguard of the growth of currency speculation during the 1980s and 1990s,
and had spotted some lucrative opportunities in betting on currency
devaluation in Europe.
Since the 1970s, most European
countries had participated in the European Exchange Rate mechanism,
through which they pegged their
currencies to the Deutschmark and
agreed to stay within a certain range
of the German currency’s price. If the
real market trading in a given currency – say, the pound – strayed outside
those bounds, the government could
step in and nudge its price back inside
by either trading its own reserves of
foreign currency on the open market,
or by tinkering with exchange rates.
Unfortunately for Britain, the gap
was too big between the real economic
value of sterling and the value it had
set itself against the deutschmark.
The pound kept struggling and in
stepped Soros, who bought up huge
volumes of sterling – from a position of £1 billion to a final position of
about £10 billion by his own account –
which he converted into other currencies as the currency continued to fall.
As more traders cottoned on to the
trade, the pound fell further, and the
British government found it couldn’t
continue to keep the currency within
those bounds, even with massive interest rate hikes and billions of pounds
worth of taxpayers’ money. Britain fell
out of the ERM.
It was a heady time, and one in
which central bank governors, finance
ministers, prime ministers and taxpayers understandably held a deep
loathing for currency speculators –
with one French official reported to
have called for currency traders to
be beheaded.
None of which will have fazed Joe
Lewis. Born in the east end of London
in 1937 to a father in the pub business,
Lewis had built up a small fortune in
the pub trade and an empire of tourist-friendly theme restaurants.
He became interested in the horse
racing industry, through which he
struck up abiding friendships with
Irish businessmen such as McManus,
John Magnier and Dermot Desmond.
Lewis gives very few interviews,
but there are many accounts of his
approach to currency trading and how

he fostered a great many protégés in the
foreign exchange markets. According
to one report, he was head of a “trading
cabal” that included Australian media
magnate Kerry Packer, businessman
Michael Tabor, McManus, Magnier and
Desmond.
It may not have been a cabal – that
term is a little conspiratorial and there’s
nothing necessarily clandestine about
currency trading – but McManus was
clearly inspired by Lewis.
Today he operates through an outfit
called Liberties Strategic Services –
perhaps named after his beloved South
Liberties hurling team, the colours of
which bedeck his jockeys – which
is registered in Bermuda and has an
address at 40 Rue du Rhône, Geneva.
But if McManus is happy to talk
about his bets on horses, he’s less
forthcoming on his trades.
Reports suggest both he and Lewis
also made a small fortune on the bet

I didn’t leave the
country in order
to avoid paying
a tax, or to avoid
paying a tax that
was to come
down the line
against the Mexican peso in late 1994,
before it dropped in value against the
US dollar.
Meanwhile, a report in the Financial
Times in 2006 suggested that McManus
had made his first million in 1993 from
betting that the Irish pound would
leave the ERM (though, in truth, McManus had probably long since already
made his first million).
There is, unfortunately, no way to
confirm any of those specific trades.
Unlike share trading, currency trades
are not recorded or registered in any
public forum, and Lewis and McManus
tend to keep their counsel on such
matters, but it’s clear that McManus
was enjoying significant success in
his trading operation.
One indication of that success comes
from the now defunct Trader Monthly magazine, which regularly ranked
him in the top 100 highest earning
traders through the 1990s and 2000s,
based on the tens of millions of dollars
they estimated he was making on his
currency trades.
Whatever the specifics, it’s clearly
been a lucrative ride for the currency
speculators. Today, McManus, Lewis,
Desmond and Magnier are the joint
owners of the Sandy Lane hotel resort
in Barbados.
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t the core of the case against
the IRS is not just tax, but
how McManus’s tax status
defines him. It’s a matter of
great importance to the proud Limerick man.
He has in the past bridled at questions about his financial affairs, and he
draws a distinction between being a
tax exile and a wealthy person shifting
themselves offshore to avoid paying
tax – and being resident in another
jurisdiction and thus paying the appropriate tax in several jurisdictions
rather than just in Ireland.

For example, in 2011, at an event in
the University of Limerick, McManus
became visibly annoyed, according to
reports, when he was questioned about
his tax status while he was giving out
nearly €3 million in funding to 125
students as part of his JP McManus
All-Ireland scholarships.
“I didn’t leave the country in order to
avoid paying a tax, or to avoid paying
a future tax that was about to come
down the line,” he told his interrogator. “I paid my taxes and I set up a
business abroad.”
He showed an acute sensitivity to
questions about his private tax affairs,
saying: “If I was somebody who set up
a business abroad and it didn’t go so
well I’d be considered an emigrant. If
it goes well, I’m considered an exile.
“Do they want you to come back and
try and support the local economy, try
to earn some money abroad and then
put it in the local economy? That’s
what I like to do.
“I’m proud to be Irish and I think I’m
doing the country more good by being
abroad, trying to earn a few quid,” he
said. “If I decide to bring it back and
spend it whatever way I like here, at
least I’m improving the economy.”
For a man so protective of his public
image, it cannot have been easy to
have these private financial details
broadcast so publicly from one side
of the Atlantic to the other.
At stake in the case was whether
McManus was an Irish tax resident or
not. He claimed that his payment of a
€200,000 domicile levy on his Limerick home – the rate of which is set
in bands according to property value
– constituted tax residence and thus
freed him of his obligations to pay the
$5.4 million to the US taxman under
the double taxation clause between
the two countries.
The IRS argued otherwise, and the
Revenue Commissioners backed it
up, pointing out that he hadn’t paid
income tax in Ireland for two decades.
It’s clear that McManus factored this
intrusion into his privacy when he
was making his decision to sue the
IRS. Evidently he had calculated that
the gamble was worth it, not just because he could potentially have won
the case, but also in the knowledge
that in dragging his own name through
the courts he was also dragging the
even more private Gores through the
courts as well.
The question is: will McManus now
take up the cudgel a second time?
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y his own admission, McManus
was an average student. While
many glowing profiles and interviews have described him
as a mathematical genius, his greatest
skill has clearly been as a student of
human behaviour.
While he was building up his reputation as a punter and a bookmaker,
his real repute among serious gamblers
came in the games of poker and backgammon that took place in the night’s
celebration after high-profile horse
racing meets.
One of the universities of gambling
at which McManus learned his trade
was the back room of the Queens Hotel
in Cheltenham’s Regency Promenade,
where the real high rollers would adjourn after the racing to play cards and
backgammon throughout the festival.
McManus very swiftly earned a
reputation among that small cadre
of big-money gamblers as a serious
operator. In 1978, he was among a few
dozen players invited to Paris to play in
the Curzon House Club’s backgammon
championship. Having paid $1,000 to
enter, he lost to Hermes Michaelides,
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a Greek Cypriot, in the finals. And in
1980, in the second annual Turnberry
Isle Gold Cup of Backgammon, hosted
in Miami, McManus found himself
up against the best players in Europe
and North America, including Barclay
Cooke, one of the US’s greatest ever
backgammon players.
Backgammon might at first blush
seem like an unusual game for high
rollers to gamble on, being more familiar as a child’s board game, but the
addition of what’s called a doubling
dice – which can amplify the value of
the bets placed on the game – can very
quickly escalate the value of the bets.
For McManus, the attraction appears to be the adversarial nature of
the game, pitting his nerve against his
opponent’s. He is known to bring a
backgammon board with him wherever he goes so he can challenge people
to games when he meets them.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, he has spent
a long time analysing his approach.
In an interview with British writer Dylan Evans, author of the book
Risk Intelligence, which explored the
psychology of serious gamblers and
investors, McManus once clearly outlined the sophistication of his strategy.
When he plays the game he’ll often
throw in a deliberate mistake to see if
his opponent spots it; if they do, he’ll
stop playing them rather than risk
betting money against an opponent
skilled enough to take advantage of
his weaknesses.
Like a poker player attempting to
read the slightest eye-twitch or shift in
facial expression before making their
next move, it’s all about reading your
opponent’s mind.
“There is one good thing about gambling, I’ve found – on racing, on cards,
on whatever – it gives you an insight
into the other person’s character,” McManus once said. “You get to learn
about people.”
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irtually every account of
McManus’s life has focused
on his winning gambles. The
truth is, as he has frequently
pointed out himself, there have been
just as many losing bets, and many of
his victories have come with bruises.
Take his investment, along with John
Magnier, in Manchester United. While
the pair may have reaped a healthy
€117 million when the club was taken
private, it came after a bitter and very
public spat with then club manager
Alex Ferguson over the stud rights to
the horse Rock of Gibraltar.
Similarly, their investment in care
home operator Barchester Healthcare
was tainted by bad publicity after a BBC
investigation revealed that several of
the homes were giving sub-standard
care to vulnerable patients.
Then there was the attempt, along
with Lewis, to take over the pub chain
company Mitchell & Butler’s, which
saw years of boardroom disharmony
before Lewis eventually gave up.
Most controversially, there was the
furore over the 1989 sale of a former
Johnston Mooney and O’Brien site to
Telecom Éireann, which became the
subject of a departmental investigation
led by solicitor John Glackin.
All involved denied any impropriety.
It has been almost a quarter of a century since that land deal, and McManus
is a much older and wiser character
today: it’s very likely that he’s weighing his experience of the good bets,
the bad bets, and the good bets gone
bad as he tries to decide whether to
appeal Judge Firestone’s decision or
simply let it be.
If anything can be gleaned from
his approach to gambling, it’s that he
places great stock in discipline.
“When it comes to backgammon
I know enough to recognise a better
player,” he once told a journalist. “You
have to know your limitations.”
On another occasion, he said: “If you
can change the addiction, you become
more controlled, more conscious. You
have to have discipline and temperament.”
He now has until the end of April
to make his decision, and when contacted by The Sunday Business Post his
US lawyer Terry Giles was coy about
future steps. “We are disappointed.
While I have a great deal of respect for
the court, I disagree with the ruling,”
Giles said. “In the next couple of weeks
I will be speaking to my client about
next steps.”
In the end, McManus may decide
to rely on the truth of another gem
of wisdom he imparted in an interview a few years ago: “There’s always
another race.”

